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1May Have Had Some Doubts Before . . . i

... but I certainly don't have any now about the 1972
PSSA Convention. I am utterly convinced that this is
not going to be "a mere PSSA Convention" but an
event of major importance to everyone interested in
photography within 1 000 kilometres of Johannesburg.
If you have not yet done S'O, mark the Convention dates

on your calendar; they could be the most important in
your photographic experience: October 9 through to
October 14, 1972. Venue: The Sunnyside Park Hotel,
Johannesburg. Cost? A paltry R20,50 per person with an
appropriate reduction for married couples.

And here's what you're going to have heaped up on
your plate for that R20,50. It's unbelievable, but true.
Let's start with Sir George Pollock's contribution.

Sir George (Bt., M.A., F.R.P.S., F.R.S.A.) has called it
a visual concert, and it has been described by others as
"an entertainment in which music and colour slides are
blended to produce a work of audio-visual art." Slides
dissolve into each other in harmony with the sound track
and the entire programme is made up of brief colour
slide sequences married to specific types of music. The
longest sequence of colour slides runs for 12 minutes; the
shortest, 2 minutes 40 seconds,

Subjects range from "Infinity" - an expression of
Man's search for knowledge of the Universe, to
"Spectrum - A Legend of Creation", a series of slides
set to electronic music. Other subjects are: "Three
Seasons - Autumn, Winter and Spring"; "In the Hall of
the Mountain King" - abstract slides set to Grieg's
famous classical piece; and "Neptune" - a prose poem.
That's not the end of the programme for there's also
"Cornwall and the Sea"; "Submerged Cathedral" - an
essay employing colour slides which are sandwiches of
several different scenes, and "Fantasia on a Theme of
Thomas Tallis",

Highfalutin'? Too much culture for you? Forqet it.
This is a colour slide presentation that will stun you ...
mark my words. (Continued overleaf)
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easy as ABC
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World fair of
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COLOGNE
The trip to Cologne is just as easy as
studying the international range of articles.
More than 700 firms from 23 countries are
showing their products in Cologne.
There are products of all world-renowned
manufacturers with their wide range
of articles for professional and amateur
photography.
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Nat Cowan of the Bensusan Museu m of Photography sent along these three pictures of notabilities who'll be seen at the forthcoming P. S. S. A.
Convention. From left to right: (1) Mrs. Anna Stigmat and her portable darkroom; (2) Miss Y. Dangle who will speak on "How I make my

Sexhibition Pictures"; and (3) Mr. and Mrs. d'arc-Roome on the road to Johannesburg.

Sir George Pollock, by the way, is regarded as one
of the most outstanding photographers of today. In 1962
he invented a method of making true abstract photo-
graphs. He started life in Paris and was educated to the
lawyer's profession but threw all that up in 1963 when
he decided to devote the rest of his life to photography
_ and there are many thousands of photographic
enthusiasts who are delighted he did so.

Another outstanding contribution to "Convention '72"
will come from Dr. Raimo Gareis, APSA. Dr. Gareis is
Senior Marketing Executive of the Agfa-Gevaert Organi-
sation of Leverkusen. Germany, and is one of the world's
pioneers of modern derivative techniques in colour print
and colour slide photography. He is a world exhibitor and
renowned as a teacher, author and critic of photography.
Dr. Gareis will present a programme entitled "Colour
Photography - the Past, the Present and the Future."

Now let Mr. Paul Yarrows, FPSA, FRPS, take a bow.
Mr. Yarrows comes from the shadow of the Statue of
Liberty - the United States of America, and from the
home of those familiar red and yellow film packs, being
a senior executive of Kodak in Rochester. He is a re-
markably versatile photographer in both monochrome and
colour materials and is also much sought after as a judge
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On our left - Mr. Wil/y
Hengl who has more than
5 500 International Salon
acceptances to his credit;
and on our right-A master
at work . . . Sir George
Pollock lining up another
shot for one of his re-
markable audio-visual pre-

sentations.

and teacher of photography. His programme is entitled
"Photoscenic New England."

Have you heard about "Menschen '72"? It's another
mind-bending programme from Dr. Raimo Gareis, this
time teamed up with Herr Willy Hengl who, by the way,
has over 5 500 International acceptances to his credit
which he achieved in a little less than eight years. In-
credible! He is a master of the solarisation technique and
is considered the most successful monochrome exhibitor
in the world. Their programme "Menschen '72" promises
to be "The Family of Man - '72 style."

Mr. Paul Yarrows of Eastman Kodak is not finished
with us yet ... during the Convention he is scheduled
to present another of his programmes entitled "Colour
Slide Manipulation". This is a programme designed par-
ticularly for the advanced photographer but no matter
what your level of photography experience is, you'll find
much of interest in this presentation. You'll see dazzling
colour techniques, clever slide montages and unique
darkroom derivations. It's going to be a stimulating pro-
gramme, to be sure.

Then there's going to be a photographic symposium
with a difference.

Under the title "Symposium on Contemporary and
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Modern Photography," a panel consisting of Dr. Gareis,
Willy Hengl, Freeman Patterson, and Paul Yarrows under
the "control" of Sir George Pollock will discuss at length
various aspects of the art of photography.

Forgive me, but I notice that another name has crept
into our discussion - Mr. Freeman Patterson, APSA.
Mr. Patterson comes from Toronto, Canada, and has
actually visited South Africa on two occasions. He has
a reputation as an outspoken photographer and a more
than competent photo journalist. He will actually be
leading a delegation of fellow North American photo-
graphers to the Convention during which he will be pre-
senting his programme "A North American Photographs
South Africa" - which will no doubt teach us locals a
thing or two!

Mr. Patterson will also be presenting another pro-
gramme entitled "The People of Papua and New Guinea"
which will take viewers into remote areas to visit
primitive peoples.

The Convention '72 programme of events is bursting
at the seams 'but space has been made for further pre-
sentations by Sir George Pollock ("Listening to Music"),
Paul Yarrows ("Salon Success - Print Techniques"),
Willy Hengl ("Creative Black and White Photography"),
Dr. Raimo Gareis and Willy Hengl ("Adventures around
Successful Exhibition Prints") and Dr. Raimo Gareis
("Creative Colour Photography - European Style").

We cannot discuss the Convention programme with-
out mentioning Lester Peterson of the United States who
will be presenting a remarkable programme entitled
simply "Antarctica". Mr. Peterson is a world authority
on, of all things, penguins. When he's not at home you
can bet your last roll of film that he will be tramping
some frozen waste hunting down further specimens for
his cameras. This programme is bound to be full of
interest.

Well, take a deep breath for we're not through with the
Convention programme yet ... There's the multi-media
presentation "Terra Australis" which will be coming to

, us from "down under", the presentation of South Africa's
10 Best amateur films of 1972, and a multitude of day-
time tours in and around Johannesburg.

A visit will be made to the Bensusan Museum of
Photography, Soweto Townships, and a gold mine. Then
there's also the presentation of the 23rd Witwatersrand
International Colour Slide Exhibition. Phew ... what a
Convention this is going to be. And there's even a Con-
vention dinner to top it all! All for R20,50 ... it seems
ridiculous, doesn't it?

It is my honest opinion that what we are about to
witness in October is one of the ·most stimulating photo-
graphic "happenings" to ever come to this fair land of
ours. No photographer - whether amateur or profes-
sional - can afford NOT to be there. And do remember,
you don't have to be a member of PSSA, or of the
Camera Club of Johannesburg - this year's hosts and
organisers of the great event - to register for the
Convention. All you need to have is an interest in
photography and you'll be made more than welcome.

So hurry and register. Write to Mr. Harold Nackan,
Convention Director, P.O. Box 2585, Johannesburg. You
cannot afford to delay a moment longer as this is going
to be a unique event unlikely to come your way again.
See you there, folks ...
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NEAREST
S.A.P.T.A.
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(Towns in Alphabetical
Order)

Bloemfontein

CHRISTOS
Leading Photographic

Dealers

39 MAITLAND STREET
Phone 89871

BLOEMFONTEIN

Bloemfontein

MARTIN GIBBS
THE HOME OF
PHOTOGRAPHY

Everything
Photographic

Phone 71617 Box 1038

43 MAITLAND STREET

Calvinia

For Better Photography
Equipment try us first.

We've got it!

Die Calvinia Apteek
(EDMS) BPK.

33a Hope Street
Phone 78 P.0. Box 122

CALVINIA, C.P.

Claremont-Cape Town

r;u-Pharmacfj
( Pty) Ltd.

MAIN ROAD - CLAREMONT
Box 42 Phone 69-8756

EQUIPMENT OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION

Franchised Dealers for
Paillard Bolex - Leica - Zeiss
Rolleiflex - Hasselblad - Kodak

Durban

~
~

25 SALISBURY ARCADE
(corner Smith St.)

DURBAN
Also:

6 WEST STREET
DURBAN

WHERE YOU WILL FIND
EVERYTHING YOU NEED

Durban

There's always something
NEW at

Send for our NEW catalogue

86 FIELD STREET, DURBAf~
Phone 23161

Durban

63 and 343 West Street, Durban

WE ONLY SELL

THE

BEST

Florida

OSRIN
for Photo Service

FLORIDA PHARMACY
PHONE 762-1399
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